Beth’s areas of expertise include:

“I am passionate about
gaining a complete knowledge
and understanding of my
clients and how their business
operates”.

BETH
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Recruitment Advisor
M 027 701 9585
beth@everestpeople.co.nz
linkedin.com/in/beth-haigh

I joined Everest in March 2017, after
moving from the UK. Prior to emigrating,
I worked as Recruitment Coordinator for
the UK’s leading, independent, graduate
recruitment consultancy. I specialised
in sourcing university graduates for
businesses ranging from some of the
world’s major brands, through to cutting
edge start-ups.
I am passionate about gaining a complete
knowledge and understanding of my
clients and how their business operates.
I enjoy partnering with my clients, and
building strong, long-lasting relationships
to ensure the recruitment process runs as
seamlessly as possible.
I also thoroughly enjoy getting to know
candidates; finding out what their passion
is and what makes them tick, as well as
their unique skillset. This enables me to
match candidates very specifically to
client’s needs.

Candidate Care: Guiding candidates
through the entire recruitment process,
from initial screening, through to
interview preparation and feedback,
and finally offer management. I ensure
I am always readily available to speak
to candidates and try to act as a
mentor throughout the process.
Client Satisfaction: Working closely
with clients to achieve a greater
understanding of the business and
culture, ensuring the quality of the
recruitment process, making sure only
the correct candidates are selected.
Brand Management: It is vital that
my clients’ brand is upheld throughout
the entire process. I pride myself on my
ability to get candidates excited about
working for companies I work with.
Specialised Searches: Taking a detailed
brief to understand the finer details
of a role, and sourcing specialised
candidates who may otherwise be
difficult to find.
Career/Market Advice: Tailored advice
based on candidate needs, as well as
keeping clients up to date and aware
of recruitment trends and competition.

